
Otter Eggs
Michigan Fall Steelhead 

Manistee River 
Tippy Dam – Wellston,MI

Fall steelhead fishing in Michigan is all about the egg. Now don't get me wrong, we 
hook fish swinging streamers, and drifting nymphs as well, but not like the Otter Egg!

 Fall steelhead follow the chinook and coho salmon up the river to feed on the roe that  
drifts from spawning activities from the salmon. Seeing large groups of salmon 

spawning and bullet shaped silver ghost behind them is what fishing in the fall in  
Michigan is all about. The fall steelhead are very aggressive and feed heavy on 

chinook and coho eggs.

When fall fish first show up, it seems like any egg pattern will work. Some anglers use 
yarn, beads, and flies that look like eggs. These type of egg patterns work great until  
the fish have all been hooked! The use of painted beads has become popular, but fish 
spit the bead quickly, and the beads get chipped easy being in a box. Otter Eggs are 

the best imitation of an egg there is! When fish are feeding on eggs and have become 
educated, The Otter has the cure!

Field Report
Walt, 
The Otter Eggs have been working great for fall steelhead! I have been 
fishing the opague and sparkle eggs in dirty water or low light, and have 
been fishing the clear eggs on bright days or clear water. The Tangerine 
with red speck has been best color. The Michigan Gold color I got when 
you said to mix Tangerine and Kiwi Opauge matches the cheese colored 
egg we like here in Michigan. Thank you again for advice on the Otter 
Eggs, they have worked great!

Thank you
Jon

Jon Kestner- Michigan Guide
www.jonsguideservice.com



Fall steelhead on The Big Manistee River in 
Michigan. Early October on the Manistee 
River marks the start of the fall steelhead 
season. Otter Eggs in natural salmon egg 

color 8 mm are working well!

Otter Eggs produced even when the fishing 
pressure was high. When yarn egg flies and 

painted beads were not working, the Otter Egg
still fooled the fish.

Sunny days and low clear water not a problem with 
the Pegged Otter Egg. This fish was hooked on a 
6mm Buff Otter Egg with light orange core pegged 

above a #12 scud pattern.



Opaque Otter Eggs worked very well early 
and late in the day. The glow made it easy for 

the fish to find our egg in low light!

Fall steelhead feeding on salmon eggs. This 
fish took a Michigan Gold custom color 8mm

 

Customers were very happy with how the 
Otter Eggs worked on Fall steelhead.




